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24 Parinaam will convert stumbling blocks 

into stepping stones on a pathway of 

change that will have multiple impacts 

on the economically under privileged, 

and lead to a better life for themselves 

and their future generation. 

Vision

Goals

Create positive change in the lives of 

the economically under privileged and 

under served.

Execute programs with high efficiency 

and minimized costs through 

partnerships with NGOs, like-minded 

organizations and government 

programmes.

Provide multi-dimensional support for 

the entire family and not just for the 

woman . Research and develop 

innovative solutions to the problems 

of the urban poor.

Programmes must meet our 

benchmark of Quality & Beneficiary 

Satisfaction. 
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Fr om  th e Ch ai r m an 's desk

31st March 2018, marked 10 years of Parinaam?s operations. 

When Elaine Ghosh  first conceived the idea of Parinaam, it was to provide a social service for the 

that she faced a much larger problem.  

In Rural India, the poor are those who have less material facilit ies or wealth than their more 

well-to-do colleagues. Socially however, there is less stratification and the extent of levelling is 

much greater. Therefore when working in rural areas, the emphasis is mainly on providing better 

problem. The differences between the haves and have-nots here is so huge and so visible that the 

poor feel far more deprived, they are made to feel small and second rate and they lose their 

self-respect. The temptation to indulge in criminal activities further denudes their moral 

standards. The concept of the ?Ultra Poor? does not exist in our rural areas. However it is very 

evident in our urban areas, especially in and around our Tier 1 and Tier 2 cities. 

Elaine therefore realised that she had to provide relief to this lowest category of urban society if 

she wanted work towards resolving the problems faced by urban India. For convenience and 

simplicity she decided to draw the differentiating line between those who could not even qualify 

to get a microfinance loan and those who could. Over the years, our Urban Ult ra-Poor  Program  

has become our Flagship Program and while the numbers per se may not seem so impressive, I 

feel very proud of the achievements of the Parinaam team in this area. The uplift of the urban 

ultra-poor involves health care, education, financial litracy and social improvement and it?s a real 

source of satisfaction to see the joy on the face of a participant when she qualifies for a 

microfinance loan and opens a bank account. 

3

customers  of  Ujjivan   Financial  Services,  many  of  whom   were  in  need  of  health  care  and 
educational facilities. However her interaction with the urban poor made her realise, very quickly, 

facilities  which  are  shared  by  all.  In  Urban  India,  one  faces  a  huge  social  and  psychological 



Our Financial Literacy Program is also growing very satisfactorily and to date we have covered 
over 600,000 women across 20 States. 

At the same time, her children are taught the benefits of saving through the Chillar Bank 
Program. To date, over 1,00,000 children have been impacted by this program. In addition 
over 37,000 children have opened their Chillar Bank Accounts where they are saving about 
Rs. 250/- per month on an average 

Our Academic Adoption Program continues to grow and we are very grateful to the hundreds 
of donors who have committed themselves to long-term donations to ensure that 
underprivileged children can receive a good education. To date there are 36 generous schools 
of repute who have agreed to partner with us to make this possible. I would also like to 
acknowledge the contribution of 5 colleges in Bangalore who are enabling several of our 
children to get a good college education. 

A great source of strength for us are the many organisations who have constantly been 
supporting us financially. Without their help we would be unable to achieve anything. 

However, all this and more has only been made possible by Mallika and her dedicated and 
devoted team who have worked tirelessly and lovingly to make so many people happier than 
they were before. Parinaam is very fortunate that after Elaine’s untimely death, her daughter 
Mallika took up the reins of her work so ably and efficiently. In an organisation like ours, there 
is something more than just professionalism that differentiate the good organisations from 
the great ones. Could this be one of the reasons that Parinaam’s own team keep voting it as 
one of the best Organisations to work with??? 

 

Sarosh Ghandy 

Chairman, Parinaam Foundation 
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?Diksha? is a five week, five-module, in-depth 

training and linkages program to give women 

from low-income families across India the 

knowledge and tools they need to save safely, 

reduce financial risk and make informed, 

intelligent financial decisions. The program 

teaches women cash-flow, income and 

expenditure budgeting, savings options, debt 

management and mobile usage to help them 

with digital transactions.

D ik sh a -  T h e Fi n an ci al  L i ter acy  Pr ogr am

Women are taught to differentiate between "needs? and "wants", to negotiate their debt, 

understand the mechanics of loans/EMI components, and the use of bank account facilit ies 

such as ATMs, SMS alerts and cheque books.  

This program is designed to educate the 

younger generation on the importance of 

savings and money handling as well as 

inculcate the habit of savings by helping them  

open saving s bank accounts. The program 

was initiated following a RBI guideline that 

encourages children to open and operate 

savings bank accounts independently, and is 

targeted at children between the ages of 10 

and 17 years.  

Ch i l l ar  Ban k  -  Sav i n gs p r ogr am  f or  ch i l d r en

Fin an ci al  I n clu si on  I n i t i at i ves
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D ik sh a I m p act

Ch i l l ar  Ban k  I m p act
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For most of us having a bank account is as natural as breathing and we can't imagine surviving 

without our debit cards. Unfortunately, for millions of people in India who are unbanked or 

under banked the lack of financial awareness and trust in financial institutions impedes access 

to bank accounts. To help these millions, Parinaam with the support of Ujjivan Marketing Team 

created: 

Paison Ki ABCD Film  - A financial literacy film 

directed by renowned Bollywood filmmaker 

Pradeep Sarkar and written by the Mudra DDB 

Team in Bangalore. The film was created to build 

awareness among the existing customers on how 

Ujjivan can give them access to a special financial 

institution that caters to their needs. The film was 

created in 9 different languages to ensure that 

viewers across India understand the Ujjivan 

experience. The film is being screened at Bank Centres, Financial Literacy Camps, Branch 

Walk-throughs and during house visits to enable customers to open an account after viewing 

the film.The financial inclusion initiatives adopt a goal based approach wherein the beneficiaries 

are taught to save for their specific financial goals. Based on their needs, the beneficiaries open 

savings bank account in the first week of Diksha training; following which, they are encouraged 

to save in their accounts over the next 4 weeks of training. The beneficiaries are also taught to 

save for their life goals like child?s education, buying an asset, vacation, pilgrimage etc.using long 

term savings products like Recurring Deposit and Fixed Deposit.  

Pai son  K i  A BCD  

Fi lm  Scr een in g at  Ban k  Cen tr e
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M ass Scr een in g

My Goals w it h My Ujj ivan Card - To inculcate goal-based savings behaviour amongst Ujjivan 

customers, Parinaam designed a Goal Based Commitment Card. This card helped the customers 

identify their long-term savings goals which could be then linked to Ujjivan savings products like 

Fixed Deposit, Recurring Deposit & Savings Account to help them achieve their goals. This 

program commenced in the month of August, 2017.  

8

Number of Community Members attended 
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Ujjivan has always adopted a unique 

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) 

approach wherein the Ujjivan Staff and 

Community members come together to 

choose a project that will develop the area 

they reside in by focusing on the needs of 

the community. Since 2010, the Community 

Development Program of Ujjivan has 

reached out to more than 12 lakh 

beneficiaries through 1934 community 

based interventions across the country .

This year, Parinaam has the privilege of working with Ujjivan on their Community Development 

Programme ? Chot e Kadam  ? Com ing Toget her  for  Good. Through this initiative, Parinaam is 

environment conservation and education across 17 states in India. Ujjivan and Parinaam staff 

has come together with the community for the upliftment of the unserved and underserved.   

Ch ote K adam  -  Com in g Togeth er  f or  Good

10

undertaking  70  projects  in  the  areas  of  community  infrastructure  development,  healthcare, 

0 0
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Volunt eer  Program  

Chote Kadam volunteers have been guiding and assisting 

in implementing different projects across the country. This 

year, the volunteers are also engaging the community 

members to raise awareness about the project and build 

ownership of the project. 

Educat ive Messages 

Parinaam and Ujjivan has worked towards creating 

beautiful and meaningful messages for the different 

project themes. These educative messages have 

been put up at all project locations and through 

these messages, we hope that the community 

members would identify and build ownership with 

the projects.

Unique Par t nerships  

Parinaam is partnering with the finest minds, Bhumiuptra Architecture, a 

renowned architecture firm based out of Bangalore. Bhumiputra has agreed to 

participate in the program pro bono through their connection with Parinaam. 

The firm has been instrumental in the success of multiple projects across the 

country. Their innovative designs have been appreciated by the communities at 

large. The team at Bhumiputra have created designs that include local material 

to create distinct and aesthetic structures that can be used more efficiently.  

  

   

Project  Branding 

The brand name for Community Connect 

Programme ?Ujjivan Chote Kadam? was 

created to give a unique identity to the 

project. The brand name signifies the small 

steps that we are taking through our 

projects to create a long lasting impact on 

the communities we are working with. 

11

Unique Identity

The name Chote Kadam was created to signify

the small steps that we are taking through 

our projects to create a long lasting impact 

on the communities we are working with. 
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Ur ban  U l t r a Poor  Pr ogr am

Parinaam?s Urban Ultra-Poor programme (UUPP) was 

established in 2009 to address the largely unmet needs of 

the urban poor living at the bottom of the pyramid in India, 

or what we refer to as the urban ?ultra-poor? who live in the 

city?s slums. Parinaam was one of the first organizations in 

the urban sector to recognize that the urban ultra-poor face 

unique obstacles to rising out of poverty ? they are crammed 

together in squalid housing with litt le or no access to clean water and sanitation; have 

heightened safety concerns; and many of them have migrated from villages and do not have the 

necessary skills to qualify for jobs in an urban setting. 

The goal of the Urban Ultra-Poor Programme is the economic empowerment and improved 

financial and social security of ultra-poor women and their families living in urban slum 

communities in Bangalore, Karnataka.  The program targets urban poor migrated communities 

and our interventions are not restricted to individual women but cover the entire household. 

UUPP was founded with the vision that in order to truly bring a family out of poverty, the family 

needs a holistic intervention program by addressing the below five categories:  

(1) Livelihood Development ? improving the income in current livelihood/ helping them start a 

business/ finding suitable employment/vocational training. 

(2) Healthcare Support ? vaccinations, deworming tablets, medical intervention for critical cases 

and health camps.  

(3) Childcare and Education ? enrolling drop out children into schools, creating awareness about 

the importance of education, tuition centers for the children and the Academic Adoption 

Programme.  

(4) Social Support ? providing ID and address proof such as 

Voter ID, Aadhar Card, Ration Card, Pan Card, Birth Certificate 

and Labour Card, etc.  

(5) Financial Literacy & Financial Services ? Educating them on 

the importance of savings, opening bank accounts, teaching 

them how to use the bank facilit ies such as an ATM, loans from 

our partner organisation after they graduate.  

Our ultimate goal is to tackle generational and familial poverty rather than provide isolated 

individual female support and help these families become independent and self-reliant.  

13

Livelihood Development

Healthcare Support

Childcare and Education

Social Support

Financial Literacy & Financial Services
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After a 12-month period, families have a stable level of 

income, are able to send their children to school regularly, 

know where to receive quality and affordable medical care, 

have proof of identity and address to prove their existence, 

access government benefits and save regularly in a bank 

account.  

Parinaam emphasizes sustained change in its beneficiaries? 

lives through its interventions. Importance is given to 

increase the earning capacities of the women by giving them different options in jobs, savings 

training, and thereby ensuring that they have bank accounts and are eligible to take loans based on 

their employment. Their children?s education is another important factor in stabilising the families. 

The health care and training and networking with medical institutions ensure their health and 

hygiene. We have noticed that their homes and surroundings are kept clean, children learn healthy 

habits at the tuition center and at homes and they go to the doctors when ill instead of depending 

on local unrecognised medical practitioners. 

The Urban Ultra Poor Programme believes in sustainability, preferring quality over quantity and 

hence it has grown slowly and steadily over the years.  

Sustainability is at the heart of this programme?s design and there are clear programme ent ry and 

exit  point s for each family at the end of a 12-month period, with women graduating from the 

programme as they achieve key programme goals.  

Beneficiaries are the poorest within the communities, so when they exhibit 

tangible improvements in livelihood, healthcare and education of their 

children, this propels other members in the community to do the same, if 

not more, so as not to get left behind. Therefore, the programme also acts 

as a catalyst whereby it indirectly impacts multiples of 

persons/households. 

14

Parinaam  plans to scale this model across slum  communities in Bangalore   

through direct intervention and through collaborations with community-  
based organizations.  

Parinaam plans to scale this model across slum communities in Bangalore
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Pr ogr am  I m p act
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Parinaam?s Academic Adoption Program 

was established in 2011 to address the 

unmet education needs of the children 

who live in the city?s slums. The 

programme provides long term 

mentoring and financial support to 

under-privileged children until they 

eventually finish school. The target 

segment are children from poor, 

disadvantaged backgrounds who might, 

at best, have completed a few years of 

education in the local medium before dropping out of the education system completely. The 

Programme works by nurturing children throughout their education thus reducing drop-outs. 

The children are sent to mainstream schools, which makes sure that they ar e ready for any 

career they may find themselves suitable after they complete school. Presently, Parinaam 

educates 499 children, from 14 slum communities, in 51 schools and colleges spread across 

Bangalore. Some of the schools that we have partnered with include Indus International 

Community School, Chrystel House, The Whitefield Public School, Narayana e-techno school, 

Chaithanya Techno School, Kendriya Vidyalaya etc. 

The key activities undertaken as part of this Program are as follows:  

   

Academ ic Adopt ion  Progr am

16
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 Achievem ent s of  Academ ic Adopt ion Program m e in 2017-2018

- The average attendance rate of the children is 

93% from the year  

- 124 children are being supported with 

transport arrangements for going to      school 

- 75% of the Academic Adoption Program 

parents have undergone financial literacy 

training  

- 95% of the children now have an Aadhaar Card 

- 203 children have undergone a Multi-specialty 

Annual Health Check

- 88 children whose families did not have access to electricity were provided with solar 

lamps through our Diwali celebration  

School kits including a school bag, lunch box, water bottle, pencil box, dictionary, crayons, 

umbrella etc. were distributed to all 499 children  

   

While the Academic Adoption Programme 

helps the children finish school, it is only 

the first milestone.  For good career 

prospects and to break the cycle of 

poverty, higher education becomes 

inevitable. However, quality higher 

education in India is very expensive which 

leads to many children to drop out after 

school. The ones who do pursue higher 

education often take high interest loans 

from friends, extended families or money 

lenders to pay the fees and get caught in the cycle of debt.

Through Project Aashayein, Parinaam attempts provide the deserving poor access to quality 

higher education, and to allow the economically backward to manage their debt and save 

regularly for the education of their children. HESP is an annual scholarship Programme to 

deserving and eligible students pursuing higher education in families thus helping the broad 

their academic horizons by making them able to continue their education and thus increasing 

their professional prospects. The families are also benefitted as they are able to lower their 

financial burden, receive the guidance necessary to manage and expand their savings. More 

than 800 children have been supported through this programme. 

Project  Aashayein

17
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Achievements of Higher Education Scholarship Programme in 2017-2018:

- One-time scholarships provided to 219 applicants across 14 states in India

- 24 scholarships awarded to children of Swasti Health Catalyst beneficiaries

- 6 older children from Academic Adoption Program moved to Higher Education 

Scholarship Program for life-skill development

- Partnership with Quest Alliance for life-skill development training

Through this programme, we not only provide students with academic scholarships but we also 

help their families through other need-based interventions.  Last year, we provided a solar lamp 

to an applicant?s family who did not have electricity at home. We also helped another applicant?s 

mother, who was suffering from vision problems. We took her to a well-established eye hospital 

in Salem and got her a pair of spectacles as recommended.

 

Sourav 's st ory - Det erm inat ion and hardwork  can go a long way!

Sourav is an aspiring Sanskrit teacher who hails from a small hamlet in West Bengal. His 
parents, both agricultural workers earn around Rs. 10,000 per month and struggle to 
make ends meet. Sourav is the first in his entire generation to attend college and his 
parents are determined to make their son's dream of becoming a Sanskrit teacher, a 
reality. Unable to pay his college fees, Sourav had applied for Parinaam?s Higher 
Education Scholarship in 2017 and was awarded a scholarship of Rs. 7,500. He applied 
for the scholarship in his first semester with a great score of 80%. Recently, he wrote to 
Parinaam stating that he scored 93.9% in his second semester examination and is 
among the toppers in his class. Sourav's story is an inspiring story of determination and 
hard work. We wish Sourav a bright future and we are confident that he will make his 
parents proud!  

18

Scholarship Program for life-skill development 
6 older children from Academic Adoption Program moved to Higher Education
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Boar d  of  D i r ector s

SAROSH J. GHANDY ? CHAIRMAN  ? Mr.Ghandy was 

former General Manager of the Jamshedpur Works of 

Telco. He joined the Telco Board as Executive Director 

from 1973 to 1999. He took up the Managing 

Directorship of a subsidiary of Telco, Telcon till his 

retirement in 2002. He has dedicated his life to 

supporting Social and Education Services at the highest 

level and was the Chairman of eight related 

organizations. Additionally, he is on the board of ten 

business organizations.  

MALLIKA GHOSH ? EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR AND 

DIRECTOR ? Prior to joining Parinaam, she spent 

seven years in advertising. Her last job was as Head 

of Film Division, South India for McCann Erickson. 

She took over as Executive Director from COO in 

November 2013. She has been instrumental in 

building Parinaam?s programmes and creating the 

strategic vision under which it operates today. She is 

personally involved in all the activities and provides 

the day-to-day support that the Foundation requires.  

LT.GEN (RETD) ARJUN RAY, PVSM, VSM,-DIRECTOR 

? General Ray served the army for nearly 38 years 

and his career spanned two wars, two insurgencies 

and a social-political campaign to win over alienated 

communities in Ladakh. As a Core Commander, he 

redefined the role of the Armed Forces from 

winning wars to preventing wars. For distinguished 

service and contribution to nation-building he was 

awarded the Param Vishist Seva Medal, and was 

India?s nomination for the Commonwealth Award in 

2002 for women?s empowerment. He is presently the CEO of the 

Indus Group of Schools in Bangalore, Pune and Hyderabad.  
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RAGHVENDRA SINGH ? DIRECTOR ? he is a 

post-graduate from the London School of 

Economics (1993) and has been a professional 

with 24 years of experience in the Finance, 

Development, Automotive and Mobile electronics 

sectors. He co-authored Parinaam?s Academic 

Adoption Program and is passionate about 

making a meaningful difference in the lives of 

underserved families by making quality 

education available to bright young children, 

thereby enabling them to comprehensively overcome the generational poverty 

divide.  

MANEESHA CHADHA ? DIRECTOR ? Ms.Chadha is 

part of J.P. Morgan?s Global Philanthropy team and 

heads its India grants and CSR programmes. She is 

responsible for driving the firm?s philanthropy and 

employee engagement strategy across the Country. 

Prior to this she was at Citibank, where she was 

responsible for the company?s social responsibility 

activities and the Citi Foundation grant 

management in the Country. Maneesha started her 

career 15 years ago in the financial inclusion space 

and has been a microfinance relationship banker, 

credit rater and trainer at international organisations. She is also very involved in 

20

the industry, serving as a director on the boards of two non-profit organisations – Railway

Children India and Parinaam Foundation 
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MOHIT BHATNAGAR ? DIRECTOR ? is a Managing Director with Sequoia Capital 

and serves on the board of Citrus Payment CleverTap, DailyHunt, Ideacts 

Innovations, Knowlarity, Near, nearbuy, Octro, 

OneAssist, Shuttl & Zomato. Prior to joining 

Sequoia Capital, he served as the Senior Vice 

President at BhartiAirtel where he helped scale 

the business from a few states operation into a 

leading national wireless carrier. Earlier, he co   

founded Bright pod, a wireless start-up in the 

US, by orchestrating a spin off from Ericsson 

Mobile Systems. He has received an MBA from 

UNC Chapel Hill and an MSEE from Virginia Tech. 

Mohit invests in early stage tech companies across technology sub sectors of 

Payments, SaaS, Consumer Mobile Internet & analytics. 

RAVI BAHL ? DIRECTOR ? Mr.Bahl has been with 

ChrysCapital since August 2001 and served as a 

Managing Director till December 2013. He is 

currently an advisor for the financial services sector. 

Mr.Bahl has over 25 years of experience in financial 

services prior to ChrysCapital, where he spent more 

of his career working with Citibank as the country 

head for Indonesia and the head of consumer 

banking in India. He was also a member of the 

global corporate property group that constituted the top 250 Citibank leaders 

around the globe. After leaving Citibank in 1997, he built and managed the Indian 

operations for eFunds, a leading US transaction processing company. Mr.Bahl has 

received an MBA from the Indian Institute of Management, Kolkata and a BA in 

English literature from Kolkata University. 
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Sustainability and funding are key issues faced by most non-profit organizations. 
Parinaam works with the intention of providing the maximum and best quality benefits at 
a minimal cost. To successfully continue running our programs, we need support from 
donors, sponsors, our volunteers and our friends. We appreciate donations of all types - 
money, time or some product /  service that will benefit our families. We thank those 
generous sponsors who made last year 's programs possible. We are confident that this 
year will bring us the sponsorships and donations that will enable us to innovate and 
expand our programs across India. Parinaam Foundation was incorporated as a 
not-for-profit organization under Section 25 of the Companies Act 1956, (with in the 
meaning of Section 8 of the Companies Act, 2013) on March 31st, 2008. Parinaam received 
its tax exempt status under Section 12A of the Income Tax Act 1961 on January 20th, 2009 
and its approval under Section 80G(5)(vi) of the Income Tax Act 1961 in July 2009 and has 
been validated ?in perpetuity? under CBDT Circular No. 5/2010. Section 80G (5)(vi) of the 
Income Tax Act 1961 provides a tax break for Indian citizens on donations. The general 
approval under the Foreign Contribution Regulation Act 2010 (FCRA) has also been 
approved by the Ministry of Home Affairs, Government of India and is valid for 5 years 
until January 16th, 2017. We are in a position to accept foreign currency donations and 
grants in addition to those from Indian citizens and companies.

Caut ionary St at em ent  :The information and opinion expressed in this report may 
contain certain forward-looking statements, which the management believes are true to 
the best of its knowledge at the time of its preparation. Actual results may differ materially 
from those expressed or implied in this report. 

For Parinaam Foundation, 

Mallika Ghosh, Executive Director 

Place: Bangalore 






